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Source: Lory Gil/iMore If you're the lucky owner of one of the best new iPhones, you may be wondering what to do with your Apple Watch. Here's how to move your current wearable to your new iPhone! Here's how to transfer an Apple Watch to a new iPhone. Want to know how you can pair a new watch
with an existing iPhone? Here's how to set this up. How to prepare to transfer an Apple Watch to a new iPhone Source: Luke Filipowicz/iMore Unlike your iPhone, there is an easy way to manually back up your Apple Watch to iCloud. That's because Apple Watch backups are not really even backups: The
Watch borrows most of your data from your paired iPhone, and as such, that data is all saved in the iCloud or iTunes iPhone backup. Your watch will regularly sync health data and apps it collects for your iPhone (and, via your phone, iCloud) when you're connected via Bluetooth or Wi-Fi. But you can't
choose when you'd like to sync this information —it happens in the background—unless you don't manually uncheck your Apple Watch, which will then automatically sync your most recent data with your iPhone. When moving an existing Apple Watch to a new iPhone, there are two ways to prepare.
Automatic setup of iCloud and iOs Since iOS 11.2, Apple has allowed you to use Auto Setup to move your iPhone backup and Apple Watch to a new iPhone without dancing unpaid repairs. But to ensure that your Apple Watch and iPhone are moved correctly, I recommend the following: Make sure your
watch is up to date is enabling syncing of your existing iPhone just before you plan to transfer to your new non-paid iPhone/repair If you're not restoring your new iPhone from your old iPhone backup, the best way to move your watch is to force a backup. You do this by not disemling your watch from your
existing iPhone; follow the instructions in our backup article to do so (don't forget to make sure you've eat health data to sync to iCloud first): How to back up your Apple Watch How to swap your Apple Watch for a new iPhone Depending on the method you use to set up your new iPhone, you'll follow
slightly different steps to set up your Apple Watch. If you choose automatic setup Source: iMore Follow the steps in our iPhone auto setup guide. Press Continue when you see the prompt: Do you want to use (Apple Watch name) with this iPhone? Source: iMore If you purchased an Apple Watch LTE,
you'll probably have a cellular plan for your Apple Watch connected to your iPhone account. Good news: you shouldn't need to change the plan when you move to your new iPhone. Just follow the steps above, and you should be all set. This is because the number phone and your iPhone plan remain the
same even if you switch to a new iPhone (with a new SIM card inside it). If you're moving to a new carrier along with your new iPhone, however, you'll need to check with your new carrier for the easiest way to switch. Most likely, you will need to do the How to transfer your Apple Watch to a new iPhone
without backup If you're thinking of starting over on your new iPhone from scratch without a backup, you have two options. Option one: If you don't care about any of your Health and related data, you can start from scratch on both devices. You'll lose your apps and downloaded health data, including all
saved workouts, GPS routes, heart rate data, and achievements. Option two: If you want your Health data, you can transfer it to a clean-install iPhone and Apple Watch—but only if you use iCloud and iOS 11 or later. For this, you'll want to have the health switcher turned on in Settings &gt; iCloud. If you
have a lot of Health data, you may need to wait for a long time before all sync, so make sure you don't delete your old iPhone before it's done. Once you've synced the Health information, follow the steps below to set up your Apple Watch: Follow the repair/release instructions above to unstop your watch.
After you're done setting up your iPhone, open the Watch app. (You can also bring your Apple Watch near your iPhone to bring an interface similar to the airPods pairing screen, which will then launch the Watch app.) Follow the instructions: How to set up and pair your Apple Watch with your iPhone
Troubleshooting Tips to transfer your Apple Watch to a new iPhone Source: iMore Are you experiencing problems moving your Apple Watch from one device to another? Here are some suggestions. I can't pair my Apple Watch with my new iPhone! You may still need to turn off Activation Lock on your old
iPhone. Make sure your old device is still paired; at worst, try resetting your Apple Watch from the watch itself. How to use Activation Lock on Apple Watch My health data is gone! Have you backed up via iCloud or encrypted iTunes or synced your Health data separately via iCloud? If not, your data has
not been saved to your backup or in your iCloud account. Fixing this requires re-backing up your iPhone and watch (and restoring your new iPhone from that backup), using a third-party option like Health Data Importer, or waiting in iCloud to finish backing up your Health data. How do I save and back up
your Health data on Apple Watch Other issues? Apple itself has a great troubleshooting page to move your Apple Watch if you have other problems. Questions? Do you have any additional questions or concerns about transferring an Apple Watch to a new iPhone? If so, let us know! Updated December
2020: Updated to iOS 14. We can earn a commission for purchases using our links. Learn more. Apple You probably received the news earlier today if you were near the internet or a TV: Apple some of its newest and most anticipated products in its annual talk, including the long-awaited iPhone 6. There
has been a lot of speculation about the new phone and high expectations. Of course, it's going to be faster and thinner. Everybody imagined that. But here it is Important things from the big announcement: 1. There is not one, but two, new iPhones. Unlike last year's iPhone 5s (premium) and 5c (budget)
models, Apple is going with two premium options this time. The main differential of the two new models: size. The iPhone 6 sports a 4.7-inch screen and the iPhone 6 Plus has a 5.5-inch screen. Prices start at $199 and $299, respectively (on a carrier contract). The phone hits stores on September 19
(pre-sale begins on September 12). 2. These phones feature some remarkable new specifications. Along with their size, the phones also differ in resolution, battery life and thickness. Both new iPhones feature Apple's new A8 processor, which apple claims to be 50% more efficient and 25% faster than
the A7. The phone camera isn't getting much of an upgrade in terms of specs, but features some remarkable new features including optical stabilization for images and video, faster focus and time lapse. 3. Apple debuted a cool new watch, too. Sure, everyone has been talking about the new iPhone for
months, but the Apple Watch was definitely the show thief in the talk. Finally revealed after years of hype and rumors, the new wearable will come in two sizes (38mm and 42mm) and three collections (Apple Watch, Apple Watch Sport and Apple Watch Edition). They are expected to hit the market in early
2015. Collections differ in materials and aesthetics, with the most premium version (Apple Watch Edition) with an 18-carat gold casing. Apple may be late for the wearable game, but as expected, its opinion on the smartwatch introduces a load of functionality and high design to the category. The watch is
controlled by both touch and by turning and pressing the crown. The watch allows the user to do everything from reading and replying to emails and texts, to navigating maps and tracking fitness. Full details of the prices have not yet been released, but Apple said the device will start at $349. We're excited
to get our hands on it to test at the Research Institute. Apple 4. There is a real focus on fitness. Launching with Apple's new phones, iOS8 includes a new health app that uses your phone and watch sensors to track your activity throughout the day. Your Apple Watch also has two health apps: the Activity
App and the Exercise App. The Activities App tracks exactly what you would think, your activity throughout the day. The Exercise App takes more detailed measurements of specific cardio exercises, such as walking, running, or cycling. 5. What about simplifying your portfolio. Apple has finally adopted
NFC technology on its phones specifically aimed at using its iPhone to make transactions in stores. Although this feature has been available on Android and Windows phones for years, Apple is the to offer the feature on a watch! Now you can use your phone or watch to make payments at participating
retailers instead of digging for your wallet. Do you think I'd use it? TELL US: You are to upgrade to one of these new devices? Gordon Grajek is a test engineer at the Consumer Electronics Lab at the Good Housekeeping Research Institute. This content is created and maintained by third parties and
imported into this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content in piano.io piano.io
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